Fluctuations in amplitude are a common component of behaviorally important sound 2 stimuli. Amplitude modulation (AM) is encoded by the peripheral auditory system in the timing 3 of discharge spikes, and, more centrally, in the discharge rate. The mechanism producing this 4 transformation from a time-to rate-based code is not known, but recent modeling efforts have 5 suggested a role for neurons with response characteristics consistent with cells in the lateral 6 superior olive (LSO). The responses of single units in the LSO of unanesthetized decerebrate cat 7 were recorded to monaural sinusoidally amplitude modulated (SAM) tones by systematically 8 varying sound level and modulation frequency (f m ), and are described in terms of 9 synchronization to the envelope and average discharge rate as a function of f m . LSO units 10 typically synchronize strongly to low f m , and discharge preferentially (i.e. more strongly) over a 11 small range of f m in response to low level SAM tones. At higher sound levels synchronization 12 decreases and response rate increases until most or all modulation in the response is lost. 
INTRODUCTION 22
Variations in the amplitude of sounds are found in many commonly encountered sounds 23 (Singh and Theunissen results of this latter model suggest that same-frequency inhibitory and excitatory (SFIE) inputs, 41 which are ubiquitous within the auditory system (e.g. Caspary et al. 1994; Ferragamo et al. 42 used to discriminate individual action potentials from the background activity. Templates for all 159 units had error histograms with single well-defined peaks and signal-to-noise ratios greater than 160 two-to-one (and often greater than ten to one), suggesting well-isolated single unit activity. Spike 161 times relative to stimulus onset were recorded for on-and off-line analysis. 162
Electrodes were advanced into LSO using a previously described dorsal approach 163 (Greene et al. 2010 ). Search stimuli, 50 ms tones and/or noise presented at 4 bursts/s, were 164 continuously presented in one or both ears until a single unit was encountered and isolated. Units 165 were identified as being within the LSO based upon electrode location, recording depth, and 166 similarity of monaural and binaural response properties to published data ( When a single LSO unit was isolated, its BF and threshold were initially (qualitatively) 176 estimated audiovisually from responses to the search stimuli. Responses to ipsilateral stimuli 177 were then quantified using detailed frequency response maps (quantifying BF), BF-tone and 178 noise rate-level curves (quantifying thresholds), and BF-tone post-stimulus time histograms 179 presented at about 20 dB above threshold. BF was generally invariant with level, and was 180 generally comparable to the characteristic frequency (CF) of the unit. Binaural sensitivity wasassessed with interaural level difference (ILD) curves, created by fixing the sound level of BF-182 tones or noise at 10 dB above threshold in the ipsilateral ear, and increasing the sound level from 183 20 dB below to 20 dB above this reference level in the contralateral ear. Responses to SAM 184 stimuli at multiple levels were recorded for ten repetitions of a BF-tone carrier 100% modulated 185 by f m logarithmically spaced from 10 Hz to over 2 kHz (or half the carrier frequency, whichever 186 was lower). shown in figure 1B. Rate functions were classified using tests intended to identify both 206 significant and substantial variation across modulation frequencies. These rMTFs were classified 207 as band-pass, low-pass, or high-pass based upon the presence of a significant variation across the 208 rMTF (ANOVA, p < 0.05), and a substantial rate decrease to 70% of the rate observed at the 209 best modulation frequency (BMF; a decrease of ≥ 30%, the 3 dB/half-power point) at higher 210 and/or lower f m . Spontaneous activity was considered negligible and was not taken into account 211 because unit responses tended to show very low (80% of units < 5 spikes/s) or no (34% showed 212 0 spikes/s) spontaneous activity, consistent with prior descriptions of LSO units in both 213 as described by MacGregor (1987) . Each cell's membrane capacitance (C m ), leakage 232 conductance (G), potassium channels (G k ; E k =-10 mV) and synaptic inputs are calculated in 233 parallel. One synaptic input is included for each population from which a cell draws input, and 234 the sign of the associated reversal potential is set in order to determine whether the connection is 235 excitatory (E ex =70 mV) or inhibitory (E in =-10 mV). The membrane dynamics are governed by 236 three equations: 237
where V m is the cell's membrane potential with respect to threshold, τ m = C m /G, g k = G k /G, g ex = 241
G ex /G, g in = G in /G, b k and τ k are the step size and time constant, respectively, of the potassium 242 conductance change after a spike S occurs (an absolute dead-time of 0.7ms is enforced), and θ is 243 the cell's threshold. Output spikes produce a step increase (δ) in the cumulative conductance of 244 the cell's synaptic targets (g ex or g in ) after a fixed delay, which decays exponentially with time 245 constant, 2B/E and 2C/F represent rMTFs and sMTFs, respectively, recorded at the levels indicated by the 280 corresponding gray shaded circle in 2A and 2D. Similarly, the response rate elicited by a pure 281 tone at the same sound level, as indicated by the gray shaded circle, is shown on the y-axis in 2B 282 and 2E. Near threshold (black, ~10 dB above or below), the rMTFs show band-pass responses: 283 discharge rates either matched (2B) or showed somewhat lower (2E) response rates at low and 284 high f m than were elicited by pure tones, and increase to distinct peaks that tended to show rates 285 somewhat higher than the pure tone rates. At higher sound levels the response rates at low and 286 high f m increase disproportionately more than the rate at the BMF, thus the rate variation across 287 The responses of LSO units to SAM tones in the cat were previously described in thirteen 501 units from a single study utilizing barbiturate anesthesia. The rMTFs of these units werecollected by digitally tracing the responses of units presented by Joris and Yin (1998), and are 503 plotted on a semi-log scale in figure 11A to allow direct comparisons to the current data. 504
Responses are shown with a gray shade corresponding to the calculated rMTF filter shape (i.e. 505 black all-pass, dark gray: low-pass, and light gray: band-pass). In contrast to the well-tuned 506 rMTFs recorded in many decerebrate cat LSO units (e.g. Fig. 2C ), these units show either 507 weakly tuned low-pass or untuned all-pass rMTFs. In order to compare as directly as possible to 508 these data we assessed responses at the level eliciting maximum synchronization and a minimum 509 discharge rate (27 spikes/s; the lowest peak rate in the anesthetized data), which was 510 approximately 10 dB above threshold for most units. Tuning of rMTFs was characterized in the 511 same manner for the anesthetized and the current data, i.e. using a reduction to 70% of the max 512
and assessed from 40 Hz to 2 kHz f m , and are compared in the bar plots shown in figure 11B . 513
Units recorded in anesthetized cat show equal numbers of low-or all-pass responses, 514 while band-pass responses predominate in decerebrate units, with smaller proportions of low-, 515
high-, and all-pass responses; only one unit (light gray) recorded in anesthetized cat curve is 516 classified as band-pass in the current classification scheme. One difference that could explain 517 this disparity between the two samples could be in the f m surveyed. While the current data were 518 typically sampled down to 10 Hz, units recorded in the anesthetized preparation were collected 519 down to only 50 Hz modulation. Anesthetized responses, therefore, may have been insufficiently 520 sampled to identify the low-f m rate decrease required for band-pass classification, and were, 521 therefore, instead labeled as low-pass. However, while insufficient f m range could explain the 522 larger number of low-pass rMTFs, it cannot explain the increased prevalence of all-pass units in 523 anesthetized compared to decerebrate cat LSO (~ 50% all-pass in anesthetized vs < 10% in 524 decerebrate cat). 525
The preponderance of well-tuned rate functions (at least for low sound levels) in the 526 decerebrate cat, therefore, represents an anesthetic dependent difference in response 527 characteristic between the two preparations. Nevertheless, the proportion of low-pass responses 528 in the anesthetized cat LSO still represents a larger change from their inputs, the spherical bushy 529 cells of the anteroventral cochlear nucleus, than we would have expected from reducing 530 inhibitory strength in our LSO model. This difference suggests that either inhibition is 531 incompletely silenced by surgical levels of barbiturate anesthesia, or that an additional 532 mechanism is affecting unit responses. 533
534
On the mechanism producing a modulated discharge rate 535
In an attempt to explain the low-pass responses recorded in anesthetized cat LSO, Joris 536
and Yin proposed that a strong spontaneous inhibitory input from medial nucleus of the trapezoid 537 body (MNTB), which is highly spontaneously active even in barbiturate anesthetized 538 preparations (e.g. Koka and Tollin 2014; 0-150 spikes/sec., mean of ~26 spikes/sec.), could 539 produce this effect (Joris and Yin 1998). However, a recent modeling study (Wang and Colburn 540 2012) concluded, after investigating this hypothesis, that an unrealistically high number of 541 inhibitory inputs (each firing at 30 spikes/sec.) is required to reproduce the rMTF tuning 542 observed. Wang and Colburn instead proposed that a low-threshold potassium channel (K LT ) was 543 the more likely mechanism modulating rate functions. However, we believe that K LT is unlikely 544 to be the only, or dominant, mechanism producing band-pass rate responses to SAM tones in 545 most LSO units for two reasons. The underlying assumptions and organization of our model differ from those presented by Wang 564
and Colburn (2012) in two important ways. First, rMTFs are more often and more strongly band-565 pass tuned than in anesthetized cat, when compared at similar sound levels. Second, since we 566
propose an ipsilaterally driven source of inhibition to LSO, which can provide a dramatically 567 larger number of inhibitory potentials than a spontaneous source, a few high-rate driven inputs 568 can produce an equivalent effect to a larger number of spontaneous inputs. In our model, 569 therefore, we produce responses comparable to those produced by Wang and Colburn (2012), but 570 with a more realistic number of inhibitory inputs. band-pass or all-pass rMTFs. One explanation is that low-(or high-) pass curves could result 585 from an insufficient range of modulation frequencies sampled (that is, units would appear band-586 pass if lower f m had been recorded). This argument is sufficient to explain those results, and was 587 necessary to explain the extraordinarily low response rates to BF tones (i.e. 0 Hz modulation) 588 when K LT is introduced to a model LSO cell (Wang and Colburn 2012). However, a second 589 potential explanation is suggested by the asymmetry observed at some inhibitory strengths in the 590 model rMTFs shown in Fig. 10A . Here, high inhibitory strengths (5 and above) with moderate 591 inhibitory delays (~+2 ms) reduced responses to high f m SAM tones more strongly than to low 592 f m . We believe this asymmetry can potentially be explained by considering the time-course of 593 unit responses as assessed by pure tone PST histograms: that is, by assessing the responsesproduced by units with an onset dominated versus a sustained dominated discharge in BF-tone 595 PST histograms. In the following discussion, we consider the case of a unit receiving a single 596 excitatory input with a single inhibitory input that is sufficiently strong to suppress completely 597 output activity. In particular, we consider the effects of a strong inhibitory input with a sustained 598 versus an onset dominated response on the output of an LSO cell receiving an excitatory input 599 with balanced onset and sustained discharges, where both inputs arrive at the cell at the same 600 time. 601
In order to explore the relative effects of the onset and sustained components of the 602 inhibitory input, it is useful to consider the two independently. First, a cell receiving an 603 inhibitory input with a strong sustained component will produce an output principally at the 604 onset of the stimulus, since the responses following the initial onset response will be strongly 605 suppressed. The unit, therefore, will produce an output once per stimulus cycle, and will produce 606 a low discharge rate in response to low f m , since each cycle of the AM stimulus will appear as an 607 independent stimulus onset. Discharge rate will thus increase with f m until the stimulus period is 608 sufficiently short that the inhibitory potential elicited by one stimulus cycle can suppress the 609 response to the next cycle, at which point the cell's response will be restricted to the onset (i.e. 610 the first cycle) of the stimulus. In this manner, the cell would show a strong band-pass response. 611
Second, when the inhibitory input is dominated by an onset component the initial rate is 612 suppressed, but the later discharge rate may be quite high. At low f m , therefore, the response rate 613 to each stimulus cycle may be high after an initial delay. With increasing f m the discharge rate 614 may increase somewhat, until the period is sufficiently short to allow the inhibition to affect 615 subsequent cycles, at which point the cell will show strong suppression and produce essentially 616 no response. A low-pass response, therefore, could be generated in a cell receiving an onset-617 dominated inhibitory input. 618
Inhibitory inputs to our model LSO cells are assumed to originate from LNTB, which 619 were modeled as fast inhibitory relays of globular bushy cell projections. 
Effects of level on LSO unit MTF shape 634
The dependence of LSO unit responses on sound level is dramatic and consistent. 635
Virtually all units in the current unit sample show well-tuned band-pass responses at low sound 636 levels (near threshold), and weaker band-pass or all-pass responses at high sound levels. 637
Similarly, synchronization was maximal at low sound levels, where the response rate was 638 relatively low, and decreased at higher sound levels. An exception is for Onset-S units, whichrespond with low sustained discharge rates, and maintain high synchronization, at all sound 640 levels. Curiously, synchronization is maintained at a relatively high value over a particular range 641 of f m , even when synchronization has decreased dramatically at higher and lower f m , thus 642 resulting in band-pass sMTFs at higher sound levels. These trends are recreated in the responses 643 of the model LSO units, and, therefore, must be an effect of the relative strength and timing of 644 excitatory and inhibitory inputs. 645
In most units, maximum discharge rate increases monotonically with increasing sound 646 level to both BF-tone and BF-carrier SAM tones. Rate is typically facilitated at low sound levels 647
for SAM tone f m near the BMF, which may be due to an interaction between the periodic 648 excitation and a post-inhibitory rebound, thereby reaching response rates above those elicited by 649 BF-tones at the same level. With increasing sound level, however, the relative importance of this 650 facilitation appears to decrease, and the response rates at all f m increase towards the maximum 651 discharge rate elicited by BF-tones, thus rMTF tuning is lost. Synchronization, alternatively, is 652 maximal at low, and decreases with increasing sound level, thus well-timed responses principally 653 appear when response rates are low. This may result because with increasing sound level, and 654 correspondingly increasing response rates, the probability of producing an output increases 655 independent of the AM period. Unit discharges, therefore, appear between the peaks in the SAM 656 tone envelope, thus the vector strength correspondingly decreases. The maintenance of 657 synchronization over a particular f m range across sound levels suggests that the timing of 658 excitatory and inhibitory inputs continues to strongly affect responses even at high levels. 
